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Dear parents and carers, 
Welcome to Year 4. We hope you had a an enjoyable 
summer holiday.  We have some exciting things 
planned for this half term and some information that 
we would like to share with you.  Please do ask me if 
you would like to know anything more about what 
we are learning or doing this half term.

Have a great half term of learning, 
Yaqub
Class Teacher

Theme
The theme for Year 4 this term is Blue Abyss, where we 
will be exploring the wide open oceans and seas of the 
world! From marine habitats to special organisms, Year 4 
will be encountering some of the world’s incredible 
marine wildlife homes and creatures.

Year 4 will also discuss some fascinating questions, such as 
why only 1% of the world’s natural water consists of 
drinkable water! Have a look at your Knowledge Organiser 
to find out more…

English
We will be looking at narratives such as Vitan 
and Ethan Murrrow’s ‘The Whale.’ 

Engaging with narrative writing will help 
develop students’ ability to express themselves 
creatively and organise their ideas through 
writing. We aim to do this by encouraging the 
exploration of 
characters, 
settings, plot 
and emotions 
through the 
use of a wide 
range of 
literary devices.  

Year 4 Blue Class - Autumn 1, 2021

Maths
This term, we’ll be looking at working with four digit 
numbers and developing arithmetic skills.

The big picture involves looking at a map of Europe, 
and comparing the different heights of mountains in 
Europe . This wi l l he lp ch i ldren connect 
mathematical concepts such as rounding and 
approximation to real world contexts.



Computing
In a world that is becoming much more 
dependent on technology, it is important that 
children become more aware of how to use the 
technology available to them. This term, students 
will develop editing skills to allow them to better 
access and utilise different programs. 

Science
Students will have the opportunity to construct 
their own classification keys showing the different 
marine eco-systems operating across the world’s 
oceans and seas.  They will explore food chains - 
learning where living things get their energy from 
and how all species living in a particular 
environment depend upon each other.

Date tbc Class Trip to Sealife Aquarium
Thurs 21st 
Oct

LAST DAY OF TERM 1
3.15pm Finish

Fri 22nd Oct INSET DAY
School closed to children

Half term Holiday
Mon 25th to Fri 29th Oct

Mon 1st Nov Children return to school

Dates for Autumn 1

Geography
As part of our Topic, we will be exploring the 
importance of marine ecosystems and 
habitats towards maintaining the world’s 
environments. 

R.E. And PSHE/RSE
This term we will be discussing what it means to 
have values and what kind of aspects of our life 
give us our values. We will be discussing why it is 
important to have values and what kind of values 
are the most common across different religions. 
We will also be covering how to be safe both in 
public and online, being responsible and vigilant 
when interacting with others. 

Art and Design
Students will be familiarising themselves with famous 
observational artIsts and the skills they introduced to the 
art world. Students will practice developing these artistic 
skills to create their own unique pieces and become 
confident in using a range of tools to create their 
artwork.

As part of our Topic, we will be exploring the importance 
of marine ecosystems and habitats towards maintaining 
the world’s environments. 

Homework
This term, a Homework Grid goes out to our Year 4 
students. This grid will consist of a range of activities across 
the curriculum subjects taught to keep children engaged. 
Children are also encouraged to make use of SumDog 
and Times Table Rockstars, incentive Mathematics apps 
aimed to develop arithmetic skills. 

Children will either complete work on their iPad or use 
their exercise book.  Homework is collected in each 
Monday and will be marked during that week.

Every day, children should:
- read their reading book for AT LEAST 10 minutes a 

day
- Practise spellings
- Practise key words for reading and spelling
- Practise their timestables

P.E.
The focus for Physical Education this term will be basketball 
as a main activity to develop and co-ordination and 
teamwork skills. Lockdown limited the physical and athletic 
development of a significant percentage of young 
students.m, we will look to equip student with key skills for 
engaging with outdoor physical activities.


